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The logic of terror
N on-discursively or intuitively, it seems to me that the terror raids
on 15 October 2007 were inevitable. The subjugation of Maori
via New Zealand's juridical system and, specifically, under the
confining discourse of 'terror suppression' feels logical within the
context of the 'age of terror'.
From this very identifiable context, this chapter confronts the
threat to the fundarnental rights of Maori and all New Zealanders
that the terror raids perpetrated by exanlining the spread of the logic
of terror through global discourses. By logic if terror, I refer to the
pervasive overarching discourse of 'terror' that has become infused
within everyday life since 11 September 2001 (hereafter referred to
as '9/11'). This l'definition is in opposition to the notion of 'terror'
cornmonly associated with 'acts of terrorism' enacted by those
framed within the logic ofterror as 'known terrorists'. Within the logic
of terror, it is the pre-emptive assertion of the will of the powerful
over typically 'othered' groups that I envisage as terrorism.
Central to this chapter is the question of how have we arrived at
this point? That is, this paper examines the social function that the
logic of terror has played in determining political and. social control
tactics that include the terror raids on Nga.i Tiihoe. What conditions
have enabled the regularities of terrorism possible? Hnw in the New
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Zealand postcolonial context have we become subjects of the logic
of terror?

Fratning notions of power
To begin to answer these questions, it is first necessary to reframe how
we typically analyse 'power'. Thus far, the discourse surrounding
the terrorism of 15 ()etober 2007 has focused, firstly, on juridical
power. In this context, the focus is upon the legality of the actions
of the alleged 'terrorists' and, secondly, the legality of the actions
of the terrorists (i.e., the New Zealand Governrnent, Howard Broad
and the Ne-vv Zealand Police). Secondly, the news media, especially,
has manufactured power as a personalised struggle between
Howard Broad and Tame Iti, both of whom have been constructed
as figureheads, one representing the strong-arm of the state, the
other, 'the dangerous face of Maori radicalism.' 2
To their discredit, the Maori press has also tended to personalise
the terror raids instead of interrogating the larger power systems at
play. For instance, in coverage by Mana magazine it was reported
that:
A cat and mouse game is being played out and will continue
in the coming months. It has the capacity to tear us in separate
directions. The cat is Howard Broad. He has all the guns and
he dernonstrated that on October 15 when he unleashed heavily
arrned combat ready police in black uniforms, helrnets, masks
and balaclavas with conlbat rifles and guns strapped to their
knees, on the people of the tiny eastern Bay of Plenty town of
l~uatoki. At gunpoint they ordered people going about their
lawful business on the public highway out of their vehicles,
ordered them to hold up numbers in front of thenl and took
their photographs. 3
Our first task then is to reformulate 'power' itself as there is the
tendency to represent power in ways that are logical, that is, within a
language we understand. In the above case, power is conceptualised
hierarchically with Broad and the police as 'Goliath' and the people
of Ruatoki as 'David'. The construction is conducted through
language that is im_minently accessible to our current logic. The
present article atternpts to reframe power to examine the terror raids
vvithin the logic C?f terror.

I don't think we can broach this reformulation of power

without revisiting Foucault and his 'quest to present alternative
nondiscursive conceptualisations of power, as opposed to discursive
representations of power, or the representation of power as aligned
to law and the juridical systenl'. In 1976, Foucault gave a series of
lectures at the College de France, which focused on an alternative
conceptualisation of power. In particular, Foucault probed the idea
of 'war' as the 'principle of intelligibility' from which politics are
determined.
In this 'age of terror', it is possible that the full significance of
Foucault's strategic nlodel may only now be being fully realised. In
his model, Foucault characterises discourse 'as a battle, a struggle,
a place and an instrurnent of confrontation, a weapon of power, of
control, of subjection, of qualification and of disqualification.' For
the purposes of this chapter, I would like the reader to similarly reconceptualise power, yet in tenns of terror) where the principle of
intelligibility in this 'age of terror' is terror itself That is, terror has
become the general non discursive discourse that determines the
intersections of people politically. Terror provides its own reciprocal
language through which people interact and understand each other
politically. This language includes acts ofterror by those constructed
within the dominant discourse of terror as 'terrorists', and acts of terror
practiced by those who have the power to construct, such as the
imperialist invasions carried out by the United States government.
The chapter will also demonstrate that the fear promulgated by the
logic if terror forms a new political and nloral rationality.
The present chapter, therefore, shifts the focus from the visible,
logical }nd discursive, to the invisible non-discursive logic of terror.
Howard- Broad's heavy-handedness is of little concern here. The
task is to unveil the processes of power that enabled the actions
of Howard Broad, that enabled 'invasion' based on a rationale of
terror.
Similarly, it is irrelevant to this paper at least whether or not
the police actions were permissible -within New Zealand's juridical
system for, as we have seen with the Foreshore and Seabed debacle,
the legal system is far from an objective entity. The chapter presents
an alternative way of analysing power where the Terrorism
Suppression Act 2002 and the inevitable terror raids on Ngai Tuhoe
are reconceptualized as tactics of power based on logic of terror.
I
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POVifer, therefore, is represented as non-discursive, as an entity
not intelligible to the language \ve typically use to describe political
intersections. This is not to say that we simply deflect attention
away frolll the perpetrators of terror (i.e., Broad et al), rather we
unmask these acts as tactics of oppression pernlissible within the
lo"ltic of terror. To understand the terrorism perpetrated by the New
Zealand Police in ()ctober 2007 we need to return to the events
of 9/11. Since this tilne, knowledge itself has been transforming in
strategic relation to the notion of terror itself.
The pervasiveness of the logic of terror

Since September 11, 2001, each of our days has been marked
by daily accounts of outbreaks of 'terror': calneos of little
skirn1ishes, a bomb going off, descriptions of the ongoing slow
friction of occupied territories. And since that date ... the offshore-ness of it all has gradually seeped through the screen of
'elsewhere' and into the ways we construct our own personal
lives. For daily we are reillinded that we n1l1st be vigilant, we
nlust be afraid ... 4
In the above quote, Hoffie relninds us that it is the pervasiveness
of terror discourses that have normalised acts of terrorism. Seemingly,
the logic of terror is based on reciprocity between terrorism and
terrorism. In the first instance, as Baudrillard points out, the global
illlperialism of the United States led to the conditions that brought
about 9/11: 'there is a general allergy to an ultimate order, to an
ultilnate pOvver, and the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre
embodied this in the fullest sense'.
The sylnbolic acts of 9/11 enabled an environment where a
cynical Bush adlninistration was able to cash in on the fear of an
Anlerican public unaccustomed to attacks w'ithin its own borders.
Enmeshed with public fear were assertions of US imperialism: said
George Bush, 'our war will not end until every terrorist group of
global reach has been found, stopped and defeated.' As with Howard
Broad, it is easy to vilify the Bush administration. (and they are
vvorth vilifying) for the proliferation ofterroL International relations
specialist Itobert Patman suggests that 'the Bush administration has
tended to focus on the symptoms - disrupting and defeating the
al-Qaeda network
rather than elilninating the political causes
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of terrorism with a broader range of policies'S. Here, Patlnan is
obliquely irnplying that the US's tactics in the contrived 'war on
terror' has resulted in an intensification of terroristic activities.
In early 2003, following the rapid 'end' to the war in Iraq
and Bush's self-congratulatory boast that 'al-Qaeda is on the run,'
a series of 'terrorist' attacks in one week undercut the sense of
returning cOlnfort many Westerners were feeling. The activities
included four synchronised attacks by al-Qaeda in Saudi Arabia
upon western compounds that killed 34, two suicide bombings in
the Russian Republic of Chechnya that killed 70, and five attacks in
the Moroccan city, Casablanca, which left 41 dead. Eric Pooley of
TIME magazine suggested 'the idea that the swift, successful end of
the war in Iraq had somehow rnade the world safer from terrorism
- shimmered and vanished. In its place were familiar fears.' 6
The renewed terrorist activities, in turn, legitimised the US's
continued ilnperial endeavours: 'this incident in Saudi Arabia
shows that we still have a war to fight'? To Baudrillard, the global
imperialislll of the Bush administration, for instance, was based on
madness and, thus, will effect madness. The resultant madness is
merely symptomatic of the system: 'with its totalizing clairn, the
system created the conditions for this horrible retaliation. The
imlnanent mania of globalization generates madness, just as an
unstable society produces delinquents and psychopaths. In truth,
these are only symptolns of the sickness. Terrorism is everywhere,
like a virus.' 8
Here, I would like to reiterate that 'terrorisrn' and terrorism
are reciprocal and syrnbiotically reproductive; the language of
world d9mination demands a counter-language. Very much like
Foucault;cBaudrillard draws Gur attention away frorll 'acts of terror'
and towards the conceiving of the system itself as the producer of
terror. For instance, the pervasiveness of the logic of terror and the
manufacturing of world events legitinlised the seemingly noncorrelative actions of the Bush administration who 'declared war
on global terrorism after 9/11 without clearly defining vvho or what
was the enelny'9; the enemy, or ally, being terror itself.
In coordination with the continued terroristic activities of the
United States abroad, the results of the logic if terror vvere being
normalised. 'Invasion' in the name of 'homeland security' was
being conforilled. Within the logic <if terror, invasion takes many
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forms, including invasion of a country, invasion of a town, invasion
of a cOlnmunity, and invasion of individual hUlnan rights. As
Foucault points out, 'a power whose task is to take charge of life
needs continuous regulatory and corrective mechanisms ... such a
power has to qualify, rneasure, appraise and hierarchize, rather than
display itself in its murderous splendour ... [the] juridical institution
is increasingly incorporated into a continuum of apparatuses whose
functions are for the most part regulatory.' 10
That is to say, rather than the savage disregard of human rights
that the logic of terror has enabled, such as with the treatment of the
prisoners of Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, it is the everyday 'regulatory
and corrective' mechanisms of the logic of terror that normalises
its resultants. It is the surveillance within our everyday lives; it is
the changes in how we govern ourselves that propagate the logic
of terror. For instance, the invasion of personal space when going
through 'security' in airports normalises terror. To be examined,
x-rayed, stripped, and sprayed. Our complicity and acceptance of
this pre-emptive invasion, of this dehumanising process, as 'part
and parcel of how it is these days', in turn normalises 'invasion'.
Similarly, our acquiescence to pre-emptive invasion in our everyday
lives normalises larger pre-emptive invasions based on fear and
paranOIa.
In his introduction to the Der Spiegel interview with Jean
Baudrillard in 2004, Gary Genosko draws our attention to the
imbrication of war with the West's mediated and cOlllmercial
expenence:
maximally amplified and multiplied across the networked screens
of a globalised world, another war against Iraq, conducted by
another Bush, invades our TV rooms and entertainment centres
. .. Turn on your war processor at almost any time of day, or
stulllble upon any of the numerous ambient units in your
everyday world oflaundry mats, malls, bars, airports, gyms, and
there it is, like a free sample or, better, a gift that programming
appears to be. All war, all the tillIe, if you vvant itY
Genosko's analysis alludes to the controversial analyses ofthe recently
deceased Jean Baudrillard. Baudrillard's testing thesis suggests that,
like other versions of reality, the 'realities' of war and terror that we
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watch played out on our TV screens are produced. Central to his
clain1 is the notion that reality and fiction are so heavily intertwined
that there is 110 longer a division between the two.
It is not surprising then that immediately following the 15
October terror raids Tame Iti suggested: 'they came in here like in a
B-grade film'. Iti's analogy alerts us to the influence the n1edia plays
in propagating the logic of terror within New Zealand also. In the
self-gratifying stories New Zealanders like to tell, we seldom want
to think of ourselves as influenced by discourses that emanate from
the United States. Yet, since the events of 9/11, the diffuse nature
of discourses focused on terror that have pervaded our mediated
experiences has Ineant that, as one of the global Westernised
mediated nations, New Zealand has been firmly ensconced within
the logic of terror. And, in turn, New Zealand's mediated landscape
has enabled tactics based on the logic of terror to enter our midst in
the form of terror raids perpetrated against othered people.
HUlllan rights, the 'other' and the logic of terror
It is told to us as if it is a new thing. We are told that this
global war on terror involves us all, and that those things that
we hold most dear to us are the things that define us from
that other thing that perpetually threatens to take it away. That
other thing - that otherness cannot be clearly defined. It has
come to be associated with a wraithlike phantasm of the Islamic
world, and it inevitably seems associated with a vague concept
of the 'n1iddle east'. But overall it seems to be most able to be
associated with a concept of 'out there' - that place, any place,
bey~d a 'homeland' and 'security'.12
The preceding discussion draws our attention to the fact that we
cannot analyse the 15 October terror raids 'without illustrating them
as resultants of a global logic if terror.
Prior to 9/11, it would have been inconceivable to pre-emptively
violate the rights of New Zealanders based on the threat of terror.
Today, however, the construction of morality within the logic of
terror means the terror raids were hardly surprising. It seerns that in
this time of 'fear', blind faith deception and savage acts of invasion
are being insidiously norn1alised.
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Crucial to this particular discussion is the transformation
of morality in the logic ~f terror. This can be analysed via the
degradation of the fundanlental Enlightenment-based human
rights, which the logic if terror is affecting. Patn~an argues ~hat 'the
Bush adnlinistration's efforts to strengthen natIonal secunty after
Septenlber 11 have been widely seen as weakening W~shi.ngto~'s
adherence to human rights and the rule of law. These pnnCIples he
at the heart of the liberal derIlocratic system and playa key role in
legitimising and distinguishing democratic rule from the activities
· groups. '13
o f terrOrIst
.
Again, obliquely, Patnlan is suggesting that the actIons of
the Bush administration are akin to terrorisnl. Patman, however,
overlooks the fact that the liberal democratic juridical system is itself
transfornling within the logic oj terror; the juridical systern being a
tactical resultant of its times as opposed to a nl0nolith of power. In
this reformation of morality and power, we can better appreciate
the warnings Foucault provided us with regard to normalising
technologies. Foucault suggested that a vast' documentary apparatus'
\vould be the key to power and the transforming landscape of
rnorality: 'the power ofthe state to produce an increasin~lyto~a~ising
web of control is intertwined with and dependent on Its abIlIty to
produce an increasing specification of individualit~.'14
.
Hence, 'the Patriot Act . . . defined terrOrIsm to Include
direct action by protesters (and) widened the use of wire-tapping
on telephone calls and enlails.'15 Similarly, in New Zealand the
Terrorisnl Suppression Act 'allowed police unrestricted and
unprecedented access to our private communications.'1~ Closely
linked to the reformation of morality affected by the loglc of terror
is the relationship of the 'Other' to the self, which is extremely
pertinent to the terror perpetrated agains.t ~gai .Tu~oe. Essential.ly,
the discourse pronloted by the Bush admInIstratIon, In cahoots WIth
other Western governments such as Britain, was fostered on the
grounds that 'Others' had fewer rights than the normal population.
Interestingly, the transforming morality is regressing in ~ar.t du~ to
the pre-enlightened discourses espoused by the Bush adnlinIstratI~~
especially. Discourses based on 'the will of God' and 'good and eVIl,
have quickly positioned the Other as 'evil' and the self as 'g~od'.
The moral retrogression has served those in po\ver the sovereIgnlike mandate to enact absolute sovereign-like justice.

For instance, the Patriot Act 'authorised the Attorney-General
to detain foreign nationals, on mere suspicion, without any of the
legal protections of the United States ConstitutionY' Under such
conditions, that is, within the logic if terror, distinctions between the
self and Other have been firmly drawn, as outlined by the Bush
administration's zero-sum fonnula where, 'either you are with us
or you are with the terrorists'.18 Baudrillard was quick to point out
the retrogression away from an Enlightened morality based on
autonomy and freedonl, following 9/11:
is it not a paradox that the West uses as a weapon against
dissenters the following motto: Either you share our values
or. .. ? A democracy asserted with threats and blacknlail only
sabotages itself It no longer represents the autonomous decision
for freedom, but rather becomes a global imperative. This is,
in effect, a perversion of Kant's categorical iinperative, which
implies freely chosen COnsent to its command.19
In relation to the above quote, it is irnportant to return to
Baudrillard's opening quote to remind the reader ofwhat is at stake
when the hurnan rights of fellow citizens are breached within the
logic ~f terror. The stakes are, indeed, metaphysical.

A warning for New Zealand
All New Zealanders should take heed of Baudrillard's warning
because it is the autonomy and freedom of all of our citizens that
the October 2007 terror raids violated. The permeation of terror as a
'principle of intelligibility' in New Zealand's political scene points
to terror based resultants in New Zealand's future:
Discourse - the nlere fact of speaking, of employing words, of
using the words of others (even if it means returning them),
words that the others understand and accept (and, possibly,
return from their side) - this fact is in itself a force. Discourse
is, with respect to relations of forces, not merely a surface of
inscription, but something that brings about effects.2o
While New Zealanders have been subject to the encroachrnent of
the logic if terror through global discourses and, locally, through the
adoption of the Terrorism Suppression Act, the visible alignment
of Maori subjects with the notion of 'terror' does not bode well
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for New Zealand's future ethnic relations, which are already under
severe strain following the divisive politics of the Don Brash-led
National Party, and the Foreshore and Seabed farce.
New Zealand will rue the day when terror is normalised, that is,
when Maori are confined, stigmatised and visualised as terror subjects.
The spectre of terrorism has been raised in New Zealand, and will
allow the permeation of the terroristic discourse into this 'nation's'
story, as the following foreign correspondent sombrely notes:

feared and aligned with terror. In the present context, the
positioning of 'Maori radicalism' alongside 'terrorism' reconfigures
New Zealand's ethnic power relations:

New Zealand armed police stormed into this quiet village at
da"vn, threw up roadblocks, shot out truck tires and forced
families out of their homes at gunpoint. The rare show of force,
with its dark subscript of terrorism and assassination plans,
stunned this placid nation where beat cops don't even carry
guns. 21

In recent years, the prominence ofMaori politically has brought about
an angst in right-wing and 'middle' New Zealanders that, in turn,
has reconstituted the New Zealand political landscape and polarised
Maori and Pakeha. The political milieu is too lengthy to delve into
here but suffice to say that government policies towards Maori have
become crucial to any New Zealand government's tenure. Case
in point was the refusal by the New Zealand government to sign
the United Nations Draft Declaration of Indigenous Rights. The
increasingly right-wing approach to Maori and indigenous policies
by New Zealand's traditionally leftist Labour Party smacks of a
governing party afraid to lose power for fear of appearing overlenient towards its indigenous population. Seemingly, in this age
of 'fear' based political assertions of Otherness, that is, Other world
views and epistemologies, are highly threatening to a middle white
New Zealand who are attempting to reassert their dominance.

While this reporter constructs power in a hierarchical manner
and overly romanticises New Zealand as a 'placid nation', what
he importantly points out is that the 'subscript of terrorism' has
entered our ethnic intersections. And so , we must ask ourselves ,
what will be the role of the logic of terror in the New Zealand
postcolonial context? What role will it play in defining subjectivity
and 'Otherness' in New Zealand?

Resultant tactics of the logic of terror
The instruments of government, instead of being laws, now
come to be a range of multifonn tactics. 22
Hopefully thus far this chapter has provided a macro-lens for
understanding how this most recent form ofinvasion in New Zealand
has eventuated. The following discussion employs Foucault's notion
of 'governmentality' to scrutinise the interface of the logic of terror
and New Zealand's ethnic politics, where the October 2007 terror
raids are viewed in terms of 'tactical productivity' and 'strategic
integration'.
Firstly, it should be noted that. Acts such as the United States'
Patriot Act and New Zealand's Terrorism Suppression Act are
themselves tactics. Their incorporation within the juridical system
achieves an end in itself by the potential to confine suspected
Otherness. The illegality of Otherness, thus, becomes naturally

With government it is a question not of imposing law on men
[sic], but of disposing things: that is to say, of employing tactics
rather than laws, and even of using laws themselves as tactics to arrange things in such a way that, through a certain number
of means, such and such ends may be achieved. 23

Sytnbolising 15 October 2007
Of most significance to this chapter is the symbolism of the 15
October 2007 terrorism and its determination to breed fear of
Oth~t:ness. Native American activist, Andrea Smith, argues that
while 'many Indian tribes came out in support of the U.S. 'war
against terror' ... it is important to understand that this war against
'terror' is really an attack against Native sovereignty, and that
consolidating the U.S. empire abroad is predicated on consolidating
the U.S. empire within U.S. borders.' 24
Although the New Zealand and United States contexts cannot
be compared, what is important in Smith's analysis is that the logic
of terror is predicated on 'homeland' security. For New Zealand,
'homeland' security can be translated into the 'war' to secure the
normalisation of the social body. It is crucial for many Pakeha New
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Zealanders to believe that life as they know it within their own
borders is secure; that 'Maori radicalism' can be confined. One
tactic of confinement is to align Maori alterity with 'terror': 'the
objective of the exercise of powcr is to reinforce, strengthen and
protcct the principality (this is, the art of governing).' 2\
As a technology of normalisation, the association of Maori
radicalism with terror via the logic of terror has played and will
playa key role in the control and, in particular, the isolation of
such 'anomalies' in the social body. The aim of such a disciplinary
technology is to forge a 'docile body', symbolically or otherwise.
It is therefore the central thesis of this chapter, that New
Zealand's current ethnic politics is being shaped by a 'principal
intelligibility' based on a logic of terror. The normalisation of terror
discourses in relation to Maori is an attempt to confme and control
Maori political assertiveness as a social 'anomaly' that is deserving
of punishment via New Zealand's juridical system. It is crncial that
Maori realise this process and refuse its language.
It is important to note that the subjugation of Otherness via
global discourses is not new. Indeed, the globalising discourses of
savagery and humanitarianism underpinned colonial ideology. The
alignment of Otherness with savagery has confined and continues
to confine indigenous epistemologies throughout the world. In
relation to the logic qf terror and, to paraphrase Foucault, 'we are yet
to cnt off the coloniser's head'. Yet, perhaps it is not the coloniser's
head we should be worried about. The subjugation of alterity via
tbe logic of terror is epistemologically violent and should remind us
of past acts of spiritual, mental and physical violence perpetrated
against our people in the name of humanitarianism. We should be
extremely weary about the current intertextuality between theories
of 'globalisation' and the logic of terror. As 13audrilJard points out,
globalisation:
is based, as colonialislll was earlier, on immense violence. It
creates more victims than benefIciaries, even when the majority
of the Western world profIts from it .. , This process is extremely
violent, for it cashes out in the idea of unity as the ideal state,
in which everything that is unique, every singularity, including
other cultures and fInally every non-monetary value would be
incorporated.
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Terror in Our !Y1idst? Searching for Terror in Aotearoa New Zealand

Conclusion: resisting the language of terror
It is important that Maori resist the language of terror; it is illlportant
we do not speak its guises; it is important that we realise how to
combat it; it is important that we refuse its veil. Thus far, the logic
of terror has attelnpted to confine 'Maori radicalism' by isolating
it through positioning it as 'terroristic'. The words of Tame Iti in
the quote above are important with regard to de-confining the
political voice of Maori and, consequently, should be spoken loud
and often. Such language unmasks the process as an 'attack' against
our sovereignty, community, country and freedom. In our counter
discourse, it is also important for Pakeha to realise that under this
logic if terror it is not only Maori freedom and rights that are under
siege. The logic of terror is a dehumanising and morally regressive
super-structure for all. It is thus important for all that a Maori voice,
radical or otherwise does not become normalised. The challenge
this chapter presents is the refusal to separate off knowledge from
povver:
it seems to n1e ... that the real political task in a society such
as ours is to criticize the working of institutions which appear
to be both neutral and independent; to criticize them in such a
nlanner that the political violence vvhich was always exercised
itself obscurely through them will be unlnasked, so that one
can fight them. 27
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